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Bolivia's War Over Water Rights
Residents of Cochabamba Fight Against Privatization
JIMSHULTZ
the era of globalization, transnational
orporations scour the globe looking
or opportunities for profit, putting
people's livelihoods and the environment
at risk, and severely undermining rights and
substantive democracy. However, this process is not inevitable; successful resistance
is possible.
Cochabamba, Bolivia, has recently become a dramatic example of both the arrogance of international capital, and the potential for substantial and successful resistance. Since late 1999, Cochabambaboth the city and the rural areas- have
been the sites of fierce battles to regain
control over a key resource: water.
Privatizing Cochabamba's water was a
major item in the World Bank's June 1999
country report for Bolivia, which specifically called for "no public subsidies" to
hold down water price hikes. Poor countries like Bolivia only reject World Bank
advice at the peril of being cutoff from international assistance.
In late 1999, under direct pressure from
the World Bank, the Bolivian government
sold off Cochabamba's public water system to Aguas Del Tunari, a subsidiary of
Bechtel Corporation. In January 2000, the
new owners handed local water users their
monthly bills, emblazoned with a spanking
new corporate logo and hikes in water rates
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many users were hit with water bills of$20 and higher.

Bolivians Revolt Against
Water Hikes
The new water company
and its government allies may
have thought the residents of
this valley city would take the
increases calmly. They were
wrong.
Public anger over the rate
increases, led by a new alliance
of labor, human rights and
community leaders, known as
"La Coordinadora," exploded
in mid-January with a four-day
shutdown of the city, stunning
the local government and forcing an agreement to reverse
the rate increases. All transportation came to a halt, roads
were blockaded, no buses
were allowed in or out of town,
and the government was
forced to the negotiating
table, agreeing to a price roll~ '
back and a two week deadline
This water fawcet of Cochabamba, Bolivia, was the
to work out the details.
result of a water development project. Corporations
In early February, when the
have since tried to privatize the rights to water. Photo by
Sean Sprague, IMPACT VISUALS
promises never materialized,
La Coordinadora called for a peaceful march
that for many families were more than
in the city's central plaza. Bolivia's Presidouble. In a country where minimum wage
workers earn less than $100 per month,
continued on page two
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Bolivia's War Over Water Rights
continued from page one

dent, Hugo Banzer, who ruled the country
as a dictator from 1971-1978 (a neighbor
and close ally of Augusto Pinochet) met
the protesters with more than 1,000 police
and an armed takeover of La Cochabamba's
center. Two days of police tear gas and
rock-throwing by marchers left more than
175 protesters injured and two youths
blinded. February's violent clashes forced
the government and the water company to
implement a rate rollback and freeze until
November, and to agree to a new round of
negotiations.
When the protest, overwhelmingly supported by people in the city, refused to
back down, the Bolivian government declared a "state of siege," arresting protest
leaders from their beds in the dark of night,
shutting radio stations down in mid-sentence, and sending soldiers into the street
with live bullets. When 17 year old Victor
Hugo Daza was killed by a shot through
his face it had finally come to the ultimate
penalty for challenging Bechtel's control
of local water-death. As protest leader
Oscar Olivera said in a statement afterwards, "The blood spilled in Cochabamba
carries the fingerprints of Bechtel."
Deal Scrutinized
The privatization of water is just the latest in a decade-long series of sales of Bolivian public enterprises to international
private investors-the airline, the train system, the electric utility- as government officials carefully toe the neoliberal line that
"private is better". While the promises have
been about an infusion of new investment,
the more obvious results have been a weakening of labor standards, increases in
prices, and reductions in services (the train
service is gone altogether).
La Coordinadora, aided by the local
College of Economists, began to scrutinize
both the contract and the finances behind
the water company's new owners. The details of the deal were secret, with the company claiming the numbers are confidential "intellectual property." What is very
clear, however, was that Bechtel's people
in Bolilvia were intent on getting as much
as they could as fast as they could out of
the people's pockets in South America's
poorest country.
Tanya Paredes, a mother of five who
supports her family as a clothes knitter was
hit with an increase of $15 per month. For
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A Bolivian woman waters her garden in a village near Cochabamba. The attempt to ·
privatize water in the city would have doubled the amount her family paid for the
resource. Photo by Sean Sprague, IMPACT VISUALS

Bechtel's CEO, Riley Bechtel, that's snack
money at Fisherman's Wharf. For Paredes
the increase equalled her family's food budget for a week and a half.
Amid charges of corruption and collusion in the contract by some of the officials
who approved it last year, La Coordinadora
announced what it called la ultima batalla
(the final battle), demanding that the government break the contract and return the
water system to public hands.
The strength and international attention
of Cochabamba's water protests
emboldened, and became linked with, other
protests around the country. Marches by
people in the countryside over a new law
taking away control of rural water systems,
a police strike in the capital city of La Paz,
and complaints about unfinished highways
in other areas of the country may have fueled some of the protesters' zeal. Even so,
the fact that people marched 70 miles on
foot from small towns to join the protest;
and that women came door to door in my
neighborhood gathering food donations to
cook and take to the people at the conflict's
center speaks to the power of the uprising.
Old Demand Behind New Protests
What erupted in Seattle last December
and continued iri Washington, DC in April
is not some passing fancy. It is, in fact, the
start of an important, worldwide political
movement. While its slogans and messages
RESIST Newsletter

may still be rough, the issues that the movement raises are among the most important
continued on page three
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Bolivia's War Over Water Rights
continued from page two

we will face for much of the new century.
As thousands of students, working
people, environmentalists and others were
preparing to gather in Washington, from
far off Bolivia came a powerful example of
what that protest was about. Bolivia, in
many ways, is the poster child for what
happens when a poor country is left to the
whims of global economic planners.
Faced with massive increases in the cost
of water Bolivians protested the sale of
their water to a foreign conglomerate. The
reaction of the government, the corporation, and the World Bank was a case study
of the New World Order. Bolivia' President Banzer declared a "state of emergency," pulled the plug on radio stations,
sent soldiers into the treet (killing a 17
year old boy and injuring hundreds more)
and tried to blame the water protests on
"narcotraffickers."
Bechtel's subsidiary refused to leave,
lied about how much they had increased
water prices, and hid behind the
government's repression. World Bank director James Wolfensohn, when asked
about the Bolivian water uprising at a
Washington news conference, defended
the Bank's price increase policy with cool,
clueless economic theory. "It's just a fact
that if you give public services away," said
the $300,000 per year Bank head, "that does
lead to certain waste."
Victory for the People
In Cochabamba the protests ended in
victory. Amidst a flurry of finger pointing
between Bechtel and the Banzer government, the corporation fled from its offices
and turned its attention to trying to snatch
a $12 million exit payment. The leader of
the water protests, Oscar Olivera, accepted
an invitation to come to Washington where
global justice advocates were just beginning to gather. Standing next to him in the
middle of the Washington march, I asked
the 45 year old machinist what he thought
of the nation's capital. "It looks just like
Cochabamba," he told me, "young people
and police everywhere."
It was, in fact, the young people that
gave real life to these twin protests on opposite sides of the equator. Beneath the
economics, the slogans, the street confrontations and the rest, young people in Bolivia and in the US smelled what the young
always notice first, the arrogance of power.
Vol. 9, #5

It is true that setting the rules for the new
global economy will not be easy and the
issues are not all so simple.
Yet beneath it all there is one principle
that is simple. People, regular people who
work for a living, want a say in the decisions that shape their economic futures.
They believe that these decisions should
not be simply left to the arrogant commands
of governments, transnational corporations, the World Bank, or the IMF. The issue in the streets of Cochabamba and

Washington last month was an old onedemocracy.

Jim Shultz is the Executive Director of
The Democracy Center. This article was
adapted from a series published by The
Democracy Center through its electronic
newsletter (www.democracyctr.org). For
more ieformation, contact The Democracy
Center, PO Box 22157, San Francisco,
CA 94122; info@democracyctr.org.

Facts on the World-s Top Ten Water Companies
• The World Bank estimates the global market for water to be worth $800 billion.
Ten corporate giants are vying for control-and they're looking to cash in.
• Four of the top ten water companies are ranked among the 100 largest corporations in the world by the Global Fortune 500: the RWE Group (No. 63), Vivendi
(No. 69), Suez Lyonaisse (No. 70), and Enron (No. 85).
• Vivendi and Suez Lyonnaise are considered to be the General Motors and Ford
Motor companies of the global water industry. Suez operates in 120 countries
and Vivendi in 90 countries around the world. Together, $10 billion (US) out of
their combined revenues of $70 billion comes from water services alone.
•Bouygues, another French transnational corporation, operates through its subsidiary SAUR in 80 countries around the world while Enron, an integrated gas
and electricity company, now operates in SO countries through its newly acquired
subsidiary, Azurix. The RWE Group, Germany's largest electricity producer,
could also emerge as a major player in water and waste water services.
• The remaining five top water corporations are all based in the U .K.: Thames
Water PLC, United Utilities, Severn Trent PLC, Anglian Water PLC, and the
Kelda Group. Unlike the top five conglomerates, each of the U.K.-based companies specializes almost exclusively in water services. Moreover, United Utilities
has a partner relationship with the US construction giant, Bechtel.
• The global water industry is going through constant rapid change. Between
1994 and 1998, there were no less than 139 water-related mergers and acquisitions. In 1999, the rate of acquisitions and mergers reached record levels, including the acquisition by Vivendi of US Filter Co., valued at over $6 billion.
• As one industry observer remarked: "Evidence is mounting that water will
become the next acquisition frontier for leading players intent on shaping and
dominating the future European utilities landscape." In the US alone, where the
vast majority of water services remains in public hands, private water corporations generate revenues of more than $80 billion a year-four times the annual
sales of Microsoft.

Information in this fact sheet is taken from The Final Frontier, a report of the
Polaris Institute commissioned by The Council of Canadians, March 2000. For
information, contact The Council of Canadians, 502-151 Slater Street, Ottawa,
Ontario, KIP 5H3, Canada; www.canadians.org.
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Crisis of Water Means Crisis of Life
MAUDE BARLOW

T:

e destruction of aquatic ecosystem
ealth and increasing water scarcity
re arguably the most pressing problems facing humankind. Water is a finite
resource. Available freshwater accounts for
less than one half of one percent of the
world's total water supply, and must every
year stretch to provide for 85 million new
people. Yet, we are depleting, diverting and
polluting that tiny supply at an unprecedented rate.
Today, 31 countries are facing
water stress and scarcity, and
over a billion people lack adequate access to clean drinking water. More than five million people, most of them children, die every year from illnesses caused by drinking
poor quality water. If we do
not change our ways, by the
year 2025, as much as two-thirds
of the world's population will be
living in conditions of partial or
absolute water scarcity. This is the
most pressing environmental crisis of
our time.
Groundwater over-pumping and aquifer depletion are now an urgent problem in
the world's most intensive agricultural areas.
Water is being depleted many times faster
than nature can replenish it. This means that,
instead of living on water income, we are
irreversibly diminishing water capital. We
are heading for water bankruptcy.
The global expansion in mining and
manufacturing is increasing the threat of
pollution of these underground water supplies and contaminating aquifers all over
the world. Ninety percent of the developing world's wastewater is still discharged
untreated into local rivers and streams.

Tapping the Planet Dry
At the same time, overexploitation of the
planet's major river systems is threatening
another finite source of water. The Nile in
Egypt, the Ganges in South Asia, the Yellow River in China, and the Colorado River
in America are just some of the major rivers
that are so dammed, diverted, or
overtapped that little or no fresh water
Page4

reaches its final destination.
All through Latin America, China and
Asia, massive industrialization is affecting
the balance between humans and nature in
rural communities. Agribusiness growing
crops for export is claiming more and more
of the water once used by family and peasant farmers for food self sufficiency, and
industry is creeping up the major water sys-

terns, drinking them dry as they go. Already, as big industrial wells probe the water, millions of Chinese farmers have found
their wells pumped dry and eighty percent
of China's major rivers are so degraded,
they no longer support fish. Seventy-five
percent of Russia's lake and river water is
unsafe to drink.
There is simply no way to overstate the
water crisis of the planet today. The World
Bank predicts that the wars of the next century will be over water. No piecemeal solution is going to prevent the collapse of
whole societies and ecosystems. A radical
rethinking of our values, priorities and political systems is urgent and still possible.

Water Globalization
Just as humanity is beginning to face
this stark crisis, however, political leaders
of all stripes have embraced the ideology
of economic globalization and are integrating their national and local economies into
RESIST Newsletter

a single deregulated global market, thereby
freeing transnational capital from the constraints of domestic law.
All over the world, governments are dismantling environmental legislation or allowing industry to police itself, essentially
commodifying nature. In fact, forces are
already established that would see water
become a private commodity to be sold and
traded on the open market, controlled by
transnational corporations and guaranteed
for the use of private capital through
global trade and investment agreements through the World Trade Organization (WTO).
In industries ranging from
municipal water and wastewater services to an explosion in
bottled water to massive bulk
water exports by tanker, corporations are lining up to exploit the increasingly desperate global demand for water.
"Water is the last infrastructure
frontier for private investors,"
says Johan Bastin of the European Bank for Reconstruction and
Development.
The world of privatized water is overwhelmingly dominated by two French
transnationals, Vivendi and Suez
Lyonnaise des Eaux. They are joined by
mega-energy companies like Enron, that
has just set up a water division headed by
Rebecca Mark (who swears she will not
rest until the entire world's water is privatized) and by global shipping companies
eager to begin the global trade in commercial bulk water.
Governments and international government agencies are paving the way for the
commodification of water. The UN Economic and Social Council Commission on
Sustainable Development actually proposes that governments turn to "large
multinational companies" for capital and
expertise and calls for an "open market" in
water rights. At a 1999 United Nations conference in Paris, governments proposed to
turn water into a global commodity, driven
by market forces and higher prices, and
they called for an enlarged role for the private sector.
continued on page five
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Crisis of Water Means Crisis of Life
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WTOandH20
In this, they have a friend in the WTO.
High on the list for negotiations for the
WTO conference in Seattle, Washington, was
the services sector and high on the list
within that sector was an item called "environmental services," which includes water.
If environmental services had been put
on the table, every member country of the
WTO would have been forced to open its
municipal water services and, in fact, the
governance of all its natural resources, to
global private competition. That would give
transnational corporations the right to bid
for public funding in these areas. The same,
by the way, might apply to public education, health and social services, all high on
the agenda for the services negotiations.
Fortunately, activists put a stop to these
talks by derailing the conference in Seattle.
However, the WTO intends to continue to
pursue the privatization of services on its
agenda in upcoming meetings.
Further, both the World Trade Organization and the North American Free Trade
Agreement have adopted the General
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT)
definition of a "good," which includes water. Now, this is very important, because
Article XI of the GATT specifically prohibits the use of export controls for any purpose and eliminates quantitative restrictions on imports and exports. The WTO
and NAFTA both ensure "National Treatment" to transnational corporations which
means they can help themselves to a
country's water the moment it issues its
first export permit.
The GATT does have a provision called
Article XX which purportedly allows countries to use certain measures to protect
natural resources. But the use of Article
XX can be challenged as a disguised barrier to trade. Every time any country has
used Article XX to defend itself against a
WTO challenge, it has been proven useless. In any case, the few measures Article
XX permits are prohibited under NAFTA
which gives additional rights to North
American corporations to sue for financial
compensation if the above rights are denied to them.
Already, Sun Belt Water Inc. of Santa
Barbara, California is suing the Canadian
government for $10.5 billion in damages
because the company lost a contract to
export water to California when the govVol. 9, #5

At a 1999 United Nations conference in
Paris, governments proposed to turn water
into a global commodity, driven by market
forces and higher prices and called for an
enlarged role for the private sector.
emment of British Columbia banned the
export of bulk water in 1993. The corporation understands that NAFTA gives it the
right to shape Canadian government policy.
"Because of NAFTA, we are now stakeholders in the national water policy in
Canada," declared its CEO, Jack Lindsay.
But Americans have equal cause for
concern. Alaska has become the first jurisdiction in the world to pass legislation permitting the export of bulk freshwater for
commercial purposes. A British Columbia
corporation, Global Water Corp, has signed
a contract with Sitka to export 18 billion
gallons of glacier water per year and ship it
by tanker to be bottled in one of China's
infamous free trade zones. The company
bluntly states: "Water has moved from being an endless commodity that may be
taken for granted to a rationed necessity
that may be taken by force." If Alaska were
to change its mind, under international
trade rules, Global Water corp could sue
the US government for all lost profitpresent and future.

Developing a New Ethic
This must not be allowed to happen.
Water must be exempted from both NAFTA
and the World Trade Organization, as must
the trade in genes, seeds, air, health, education, social services, natural resources
and culture. That is not to say that those
of us living in water rich areas of the world
don't have obligations to water-scarce regions, especially given the fact that it is
the corporations of the First World that
have caused such devastation in the Third.
But there is a world of difference between
water-sharing and water-trading. You can
be sure that under the WTO, it would not
be the world's poor who would gain access to water; rather, countries, water-intensive corporations, free trade zones and
wealthy communities able to pay top dollar would win the prize.
This is just the first step to prevent the
RESIST Newsletter

commodification of the world's water. In
Canada, we have formed a coalition of civil
society groups called WaterWatch. We are
developing a new global "water ethic"
based on the principle that water belongs
to the earth and all species, is a vital part of
the earth's heritage and is a fundamental
human right. Therefore, water must be preserved in the public domain for all time and
protected by strong local, national and international law. At stake is the whole notion of "the commons," the idea that
through our public institutions we recognize a shared human and natural heritage
to be preserved for future generations. We
believe that citizens in communities around
the world must be the "keepers" of our
waterways and must establish community
organizations to oversee the wise and conserving use of this precious resource.
Michael Parfit of the National Geographic explains our deeply personal relationship with water this way:
Watersheds come in families; nested levels of intimacy. On the grandest scale
the hydro/ogic web is like all humanity-Serbs, Russians, Koyukon Indians,
Amish, the billion lives in the Peoples
Republic of China-it's broadly
troubled, but its hard to know how to
help. As you work upstream toward
home, you 're more closely related. The
big river is like your nation, a little out
of hand. The lake is your cousin. The
creek is your sister. The pond is her
child. And, for better or worse, in sickness and in health, you 're married to
your sink.

Maude Barlow directs the Council of
Canadians. The article above is adapted
from her speaking notes for the International Forum on Globalization s Seattle
Teach-in on November 26, 1999. For
more information, contact the Council of
Canadians: www. canadians. org.
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Water and the Middle East
A Book Review o/Water Conflict
AARON T. WOLF
Water Conflict: Economics, Politics, Law
and the Palestinian-Israeli Water Resources, by SharifS. Elmusa. Washington,
DC: Institute for Palestine Studies, 1997. x
+ 362 pages. Appendices top. 376. References top. 395. Index top. 408. $29.95 cloth.

T

o be honest, I approached Sharif
E\musa's book on water with skepticism. Of the world' 261 international watersheds, none has generated more attention, and analysis, than the Jordan River
and the aquifers hared among Israel, the
West Bank, and Gaza. Tens of books, dozens of professional reports, and hundreds
of articles, academic and popular, have focused on these relatively paltry water resources. What was left for Elmusa to contribute, I wondered? Moreover, I was familiar with much ofElmusa's work and know
that we disagree on some rather important
points (mostly relating to history and motive, as is so often the case in this region).
Having now gone through his excellent
work in detail, I make a rather difficult recommendation: If you can read only one
book on this important subject, particularly
from the regularly underrepresented Palestinian perspective, this should be it. (The
recommendation is difficult since I also
have a book on the topic. So if you read
two, include mine.)
Elmusa 's major contribution i apparent
from the first chapter on the region's hydrography. He is so thoughtful about al1
aspects of the work. He does not, as so
many have done, simply regurgitate claims
and counterclaims, be they about data,
politics, or economics. His table on pp. 6465, showing data as seemingly innocuous
as flow rates for each of the river's sources,
is illustrative of the care he gives all aspects of his topic. He dedicates two and a
half pages to a discussion of the sources
of bis data, the period on which their analyses depends, and the reliability of their respective results, then incorporates that information into his table. This care might
seem didactic to a casual reader, but those
who work and/or live in the region know
Page 6

This hose is part of a water system used to irrigate fields in the Golan Heights in Israel.
The Kinneret Lake, just below the Golan Heights, gives Israel 30% of its water. Photo by
Hilary Marcus, IMPACT VISUALS

only too well the political power of data.
To paraphrase one observer, the single
most political act one can make in the
Middle East is to take a measurement.
Elmusa 's thoughtfulness continues
through subsequent chapters, and he
makes at least one important contribution
to each of the fields he takes on. Following
chapter l's description of the natural environment, chapter 2 discusses each water
source in the basin, the politics of control
of these sources, and the overall deterioration of water quality throughout the region.
A detailed story of water's place in overall
Israeli policy within the occupied territories is revealed, carefully chronicled, with
only minor oversights, law by law, permit
by permit (or lack thereof).
·
Chapter 3 is an excellent chapter that,
nominally, is about the economics of water
in the West Bank and Gaza but, more admirably, is a clear critique of the political assumptions inherent in these arguments.
Here, Elmusa blows out of the water (as it
were) the truism that the disparate per
capita consumption rates between Israelis
and Palestinians are simply the result of
differing lifestyles or cultures. Elmusa
clearly distinguishes between "use" and
"demand," the latter being what would be
RESIST Newsletter

used if it were available, and tackles the
common argument that it is not that Palestinians are allowed less water than Israelis,
it is simply that they use less. Many analysts, even those who argue for a more
equitable share have, unfortunately, fallen
into this simplistic trap. Elmusa does not.
Rather, he develops in detail the concept
of"latent water demand," in which he compares Palestinian water use not only with
Israeli use, but more appropriately with the
populations of surrounding countries with
similar GNP's and lifestyles, and arrives at
actual demand rates that are significantly
higher than current uses. This is an important contribution, and one which is particularly sobering when the bottom line is
laid out on p. 206: Elmusa forecasts an extended water budget in which the deficit
between supply and demand is greater than
the entire annual flow of the Jordan River!
Chapter 4 describes the "matrix" of six
issues of the Israeli-Palestinian water conflict: control of "hydro-space," uneven
water rights, Israeli settlers, water institutions, out-of-basin transfers, and future
management. Elmusa tackles each deftly,
showing an interdisciplinary expertise only
too rare in water anal ses. For the most
continued on page seven
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Water and the Middle East
continued from page six

part, each issue is handled diplomatically,
as Elmusa dispenses with sacred cows on
both sides. He rightly dismisses the disproportionately popular "hydraulic imperative" theory that Israeli conquests were
actually about access to water, then reminds
those deeply familiar with the Israeli water
ethos that Palestinians, too, hold water at
the sacred center of their "cognitive maps."
His biases only occasionally seep through
as, for example, in his use of the term "profligate" to describe Israeli water policies
(think what you want about Israel, but one
cannot ignore its global leadership in efficient water management) or in holding Israel to blame both for capping Palestinian
use on the West Bank and for allowing rampant overpumping in the Gaza Strip (one
simply cannot have it both ways).
One surprising oversight comes in his
discussion of the politically intricate charge
that Israeli wells were responsible for drying up springs on the West Bank in 1979.
His three-page discussion (p. 257-59) of
the charges appear to favor causality. His
own charts on p. 100, however, show that
1979 came after the single lowest springflow
year on record throughout the West Bank,
which makes one wonder why more springs
did not dry up.
In chapter 5 and the conclusions,
Elmusa brings the discussion down to a
single, admirable management goal: equitable use and joint management. The bottom line is that all the inhabitants of the
region are running out of water; the time
for arguing over fixed quantities is past.
Interestingly, Elmusa harkens back to the
past to inform the future, urging a new look
at the Johnston accords of the 1950s for a
possible basis on which to structure a new
agreement. Johnston, like Elmusa, focused
on what is actually needed within the basin rather than on what one or the other
side would like or feels it deserves. This is
a critical shift in thinking, and one which
has shown to be effective in other water
negotiations as well.
This is a thorough, thoughtful book in
which Elmusa shows a breadth of expertise only too rare in the world of water. He
moves between subtleties of hydrogeology
to economic theory and back again and,
more importantly, shows how they are connected. To be sure, there are the sort of
minor errors that creep up in technical work:
there are ten, not nine Nile riparians (p. 4);
Vol. 9, #5

the fossil aquifer lies not just within Israel
(p. 16) but, depending on how one defines
it, stretches across North Africa; and many
place names are misspelled on maps (e.g.,
Tulkarm on p. 18). Most serious, perhaps,
is the omission of the word "rights" in a
discussion of what was and was not gained
in the Declaration of Principles (p. 294).
These oversights, though, are outweighed
by some wonderful anecdotes offered as
asides: Richard the Lion-Hearted apparently lost two soldiers to crocodiles while
camped along springs that, today, reflect
this history in their names in both Hebrew
and Arabic (Tanninim/al-Timsah) (p. 35).

Nice lagniappes for a satisfying read.
Aaron T. Wolf, assistant professor of
geography in Oregon State University s
Department of Geosciences, is author of
Hydropolitics Along the Jordan River:
The Impact of Scarce Water Resources
on the Arab-Israeli Conflict, (New York:
United Nations University Press, 1995),
and a coauthor of Core and Periphery: A
Comprehensive Approach to Middle
Eastern Water, (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1997). This review originally
appeared in the The Journal of Palestine
Studies, XXVIII: 3, Spring 1999.

. Resources _on Water for Acavists
The Blue Planet Project
www.canadians.org/blueplanet
An international network working to
protect fresh water from threats of trade
and privatization.

(800) 874-3614; www.ipsjps.org
A research and publication center highlighting the Arab-Israeli conflict and its
peaceful resolution.

International Forum on Globalization
The Democracy Center
P. 0 .Box 22157, San Fransisco, CA 94122
(415)564-4 767; info@democracyctr.org;
www.democracyctr.org.
Group builds the capacity and strengthens advocacy work of nonprofits particularly in California and Latin America.

Friends of the Earth

Building 1062 Fort Cronkhite, Sausalito,
CA94965
(415)229-9350; ifg@ifg.org;www.ifg.org
An international network of activists,
scholars, economists, researchers, and
writers formed in response to the tyranny
of economic globalization.

Project Secretariat for the Second
World Water Forum and Ministerial
Confrence:

1025 Vermont Ave. NW
Washington, DC 20005
(877)-843-8687;foe@foe.org;www.foe.org
A national organization dedicated to
preserving biological, cultural, and ethnic
diversity.

c/o Ministry of Foreign Affairs (DML/
PS), P.O.Box 20061, 2500 EB The Haque,
The Netherlands
office@worldwaterforum.org

Grassroots International

The Resource Center of the Americas

179 Boylston Street 4th Floor
Boston, MA 02130
(617)524-1400; grassroots@igc.org
Material aid to development projects in
the Global South; eduation and advocacy.

3019 Minnehaha Ave. South, Minneapolis, MN 55406
(612)276-0788; membership@americas.org;
www.americas.org.
Provides information and develops programs that demonstrate the connections
amongst people in Latin America, the
Caribbean, and the United States.

Indigeneous Environmental Network
P.O. Box 29344, San Fransisco, CA94129
(415)561-6568; www.corpwatch.org
Provides tools, resources, news, and
anaysis that help groups highlight corporate abuse and promote corporate accountability.

Institute for Palestine Studies
3501 MStreetNW, WashingtonDC,20007
RESIST Newsletter

Third World Network
228 Macalister Road, 10400 Penang,
Malaysia
twn@igc.apc.org; twnet@po.jaring.my
An international network of organizations involved in Third World/ NorthSouth development issues.
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GRANTS
RESIST awards grants six times a year to
groups throughout the United States engaged in activism for social and economic
justice. In this issue of the Newsletter we list
a few grant recipients from our June allocation cycle. For more information, contact the groups at the addresses below.

Resist awarded WIN a $2,000 grant for
general support.

501 Soquel Avenue, Suite E
Santa Cruz, CA 9 5062

Houston Committee for
Youth and Nonmilitary
Opportunities
850 Jaquet Drive
Bellaire, TX 77401

Water Information Network
PO Box 4524
Albuquerque, NM 87106
winorg52@hotmail.com
The Water Information Network orgaruzes and builds the capacity of communities hard hit by natural resource exploitation and pollution. They are currently
waging campaigns against Hydro Resources Inc. and their new round of uranium mining in the Dine/Navajo communities of Churchrock and Crownpoint,
New Mexico. WIN's campaign against
Envirocare hopes to stop them from
opening a low-level radioactive waste
site in Barstow, Texas.
WIN is also building a binational,
multi-issue organizing process that
connects non-governmental organizations from Texas, New Mexico, and their
Mexican boarder state Chihuahua.

The Houston Committee for Youth and
Nonmilitary Opportunities works to counter
the poverty draft, which pushes poor
people into the military. To counter the
impact ofmilitary recruitment and militarism on young people, HCYNO displays
literature on nonmilitary opportunities for
job training and college financing in
Houston area high schools, and they
produce "Resolving Conflicts Creatively"
a notebook of lessons about peace and
nonviolent conflict resolution that they
distribute to Houston area elementary
school teachers.
A Resist grant of $500 will support the
organization in their continuation of their
counter-recruitment project and help
them establish e-mail and a website with
links to national counter-militarism
organizations.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
••
Join the Resist Pledge Program

•
••
••
••
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

We'd like you to consider
becoming a Resist Pledge.
Pledges account for over
30% of our income.
By becoming a pledge, you help
guarantee Resist a fixed and dependable
source of income on which we can build
our grant-making
program. In return, we will send you a
monthly pledge letter and reminder
along with your newsletter. We will
keep you up-to-date on the groups we
have funded and the other work being
done at Resist.
So take the plunge and become a Resist
Pledge! We count on you, and the
groups we fund count on us.

Yes/ I'll become a
RESIST Pledge.
I'll send you my pledge of $_ _
every month/two months/
quarter/six months (circle one).
[ ] Enclosed is an initial pledge
contribution of $___ .
[ ] I can't join the pledge program
now, but here's a contribution of
$___ to support your work.
Name
Address
City/State/Zip
Phone

Donations to Resist are tax-deductible.
Resist • :'.59 Elm Street • Suite 201 • Somerville • MA • 02144

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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Santa Cruz County Coalition
for a Living Wage

••

The Coalition for a Living Wage is a
grassroots organization made up of community, labor, and religious groups concerned about the increasing economic
instability oflow-wage workers in Santa
Cruz. They are working on an ordinance
for Santa Cruz that would require employers-including nonprofit service contractors- who receive taxpayers' dollars to
pay their workers a living wage. The
Coalition is also organizing to increase
funding for these nonprofits in order to
support the proposed wage increases.
A Resist grant of $2,000 will be used
for a Worker Organizing Initiative which
will reach out to nonprofit sector workers
who would be affected by the living
wage ordinance.

Massachusetts English Plus
Coalition
126 High Street, Second Floor
Boston, MA 02110
maengplus@aol.com
Massachusetts English Plus Coalition
was organized to counter the efforts of
the English-only movement. They have
organized successfully against antibilingual education and English-only
initiatives in the Massachusetts State
House, and they helped pass the Emergency Interpreter Services Bill in both
chambers of the legislature. Their mission
is to advocate against all forms of language-based discrimination and promote
better services for limited-English speakers.
A Resist grant of$2,000 will be used
empower language-minority parents to
organize for change to ensure that they
have equal participation in their
children's education, and to advocate for
change that would ensure them equal
access to educational material in their
areas. This project will help lay the
groundwork for a state-wide bilingual
parents network.
June/July 2000

